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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV1 IntrodutionSyllabi onsonants have reeived little attention in ontemporary phonologial litera-ture. Yet, as these sounds share phonologial harateristis with both onsonants andvowels, work on syllabi onsonants sheds new light on theoretial issues like loalityand the interpretation of multiple skeleton-to-melody assoiation, as well as empir-ial questions suh as onsonant luster phonotatis, stress assignment and lengthalternations.This thesis disusses the phonologial behaviour and representation of syllabi onso-nants in the framework of Strit CV Phonology (Lowenstamm 1996a,b, 1999; Sheer1997, 1999, forth.; Dienes and Szigetvári 1999; Szigetvári 1999), a reent developmentof Government Phonology (GP, Kaye et al. 1990; Harris 1994; Harris and Lind-sey 1995), based on data from Western Slavi (Czeh, Slovak and Polish) and WestGermani (German and English).The thesis is strutured as follows. In setion 2, I informally present the basi phono-logial harateristis of syllabi onsonants and show that they pattern with vowelsis some respets and with non-syllabi onsonants in other respets. In setion 3, Iintrodue the relevant properties of Government Phonology and Strit CV Phonol-ogy, with speial emphasis on the framework of Sheer (1997, forth.) and Dienes andSzigetvári (1999); Szigetvári (1999). In setion 4, I show that syllabi onsonants arebest represented by their melody linked to a voali and a onsonantal skeletal slot atthe same time, and that, ontra Szigetvári (1999), Rowika (1999) and Sheer (forth.),this property is unique to syllabi onsonants. Reviewing a number of phenomena
PPKE BTK 1



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVinluding phonotati restritions on onsonant lusters, the minimal word onstraint,vowel-zero alternations and devoiing fats, I argue that syllabi onsonants are linkedto a onsonantal and a following voali slot, in setion 5. Finally, in setion 6, Iexamine the relation of syllabi onsonants and phonologial length, and o�er a re-vised formulation of interpreting melody-to-skeleton assoiation. Contra Toft (2001,forth.), I argue that syllabi onsonants are not phonologially long. I also propose arepresentation for long syllabi onsonants that is onsistent with the fat that theypattern with long vowels in some respets but with short non-syllabi onsonants inother respets. I summarise in setion 7.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV2 General properties of syllabi onsonantsExamples of words ontaining syllabi onsonants are shown in (1).(1) Examples of syllabi onsonantsEnglish button [b2tn" ℄double [d2bl"℄German haben [ha:bm" ℄ `to have'Segel [ze:gl"℄ `sail'Slovak krk [kr"k℄ `nek'v¯ba [vr":ba℄ `willow'st¨p [stl":p℄ `pole'Croatian rz [r"s℄ `honour'rvat [r"vat℄ `argue'Syllabi onsonants an preliminarily be de�ned as segments that share phonologialproperties with vowels as well as with non-syllabi onsonants. Let us look at someexamples of this behaviour.Syllabi onsonants and vowels often show idential behaviour, to the exlusion of non-syllabi onsonants. Consider the following data from Slovak, illustrating the abilityof syllabi onsonants to bear stress.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(2) Syllabi vs. non-syllabi onsonants � stressa. krmi´ /kr"mi/ `feed'krv /kr"f/ `blood'b. krava /krava/ `ow'brat /brat/ `brother'Slovak has word-inital stress. All words in (2) ontain exatly one vowel and one liquid,but their stress pattern is di�erent. In the words in (2a), liquids are stressed � andsyllabi, while in (2b), liquids annot reeive stress due to their non-syllabi status.Another illustration of the parallel behaviour of vowels and syllabi onsonants omesfrom examining possible words in a language: vowels and syllabi onsonants an beheads of prosodi words, non-syllabi onsonants annot.(3) Possible words in Slovak and PolishSlovak Polish glossvlk /vl"k/ wilk /vilk/ `wolf'krv /kr"f/ krew /kref/ `blood'krst /kr"st/ hrzest /xSest/ `baptism'dlh /dl"h/ dlug /dluk/ `debt'The data in (3) are ognates from Slovak and Polish. While Slovak allows words withoutvowels provided that they ontain a syllabi onsonant; suh words are ill-formed inPolish, as this language does not have syllabi onsonants.
PPKE BTK 4



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVSyllabi onsonants also have properties in ommon with non-syllabi onsonants: theyare subjet to phonotati restritions on onsonant lusters. Examining the distribu-tion of [l"℄ and [n" ℄ in Southern British English (SBE), we �nd that [l"℄ is free to our inany ontext exept after TR lusters, while [n" ℄ an only appear after singleton oronalonsonants.(4) Syllabi n" and l" in SBE (partly from Toft 2001)an be syllabi an't be syllabi ontextbottle VC[cor]_buttontakle VC[vel]_baonpeople VC[lab]_deepenbundle VRT_Kentonpetrol VTR_patronThus, we an de�ne syllabi onsonants as segments that an behave as a natural lasstogether with vowels to the exlusion of non-syllabi onsonants, and vie versa.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV3 The frameworkIn this setion, I outline the main harateristis of the theory of representation I adoptin this thesis: Strit CV Phonology, a reent o�spring of Government Phonology. Onlythose properties of the theories that have immediate relevane to the representationof syllabi onsonants are given here, the reader is referred to the works ited in thissetion for the omplete expliation.Government Phonology (GP, Kaye et al. 1990; Kaye 1990, 1995; Harris 1994; Harrisand Lindsey 1995) is a representation-based theory, advoating lose strutural paral-lelism between syntax and phonology, and making use of devies suh as government,liensing and the Empty Category Priniple.1 GP is a strongly representational theory,attempting to aount for phonologial phenomena by referring to universal propertiesof syllable struture and melodi expressions, with only a small number of parametersto deal with variation.As for melody, GP uses abstrat, unary autosegmental primes alled elements. Thesame set of elements is used for onsonants and vowels, their interpretation dependson what type of skeletal slot they are dominated by (see Harris 1994 and Harris andLindsey 1995 for a detailed introdution to Element Theory). This means that thetraditional terms `vowel' and `onsonant' an only be interpreted on the skeleton. Thus,a given skeletal slot ontaining the same set of melodi expressions is a `onsonant' ifit is dominated by an Onset (5b), and a vowel if it is dominated by a Nuleus (5a).1Sine these are de�ned di�erently in Standard GP and Strit CV, only the Strit CV formulationsare given. The reader is referred to the works ited in this paragraph for details.
PPKE BTK 6



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(5) The same elements are used to represent `vowels' and `onsonants'a. [i℄ b. [j℄N O

× ×I I
Syllable struture in GP is highly onstrained: onstituents are maximally binary,and the existene of the oda and even the syllable as separate onstituents is alledinto question (Kaye 1990; Kaye et al. 1990). In turn, empty skeletal positions areallowed to remain unpronouned under ertain onditions (the Empty Category Prin-iple, ECP). Apart from onstitueny, lateral relations (government and liensing) havean important explanatory role in GP. Unfortunately, it is often the ase that the sameinformation is enoded both by onstitueny and by government/liensing, leading tothe unneessary dupliating of theoretial tools.Strit CV Phonology (CVP, also known as CVCV) (Lowenstamm 1996a,b, 1999; Sheer1997, 1998, 1999; Ségéral and Sheer 1999; Dienes and Szigetvári 1999; Szigetvári 1999)is a radial version of Government Phonology, dispensing with syllable struture alto-gether, and putting the explanatory burden on lateral relations. The proponents ofStrit CV laim that the skeleton is made up of stritly alternating C and V slots.Both types of slots are allowed to remain without phoneti interpretation, but whileonsonantal positions are free to remain silent if un�lled, empty voali positions havePPKE BTK 7



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVto meet ertain onditions to be unpronouned (more on this below).In CVP, phonologial phenomena are aounted for by referring to lateral relationsbetween skeletal slots. There are two types of relations holding between skeletal points:government and liensing. Both are asymmetri, loal and unidiretional: they applyto the losest available slot from the lateral ator and their diretion is always fromright to left. While liensing is a `good' fore, enhaning the original properties of thetarget, government destroys them.2Two spei� frameworks are relevant for the disussion of syllabi onsonants in thisthesis: Tobias Sheer's version of Strit CV (Sheer 1997, forth.), and Péter Dienes andPéter Szigetvári's VC Phonology (VCP, Dienes and Szigetvári 1999; Szigetvári 1999).The two frameworks are reviewed below.3.1 Sheerian CVIn Sheer's framework, like in `traditional' CV Phonology, the skeleton is made up ofCV units; it always starts with a C and ends with a V position. Empty voali positionsare allowed to remain unpronouned if they meet one of the following onditions:
• they are governed by another V position (Proper Government)
• they are domain-�nal (parametrially)
• they are sandwihed between two onsonantal positions forming a domain ofInfrasegmental Government (IG, typially obstruent+sonorant lusters). An IG2The �rst prinipled distintion between government and liensing has been made by Ségéral andSheer (1999) and it was further developed by Dienes and Szigetvári (1999) and Szigetvári (1999).PPKE BTK 8



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVrelation must be liensed by the V position following the governing C position.That a V position is not pronouned does not neessarily mean that it annot be alateral ator. Only properly governed empty Vs are deprived of their ability to lienseand govern, the other two types of unpronouned empty nulei are free to do so. Thus,there are three types of nulei in this framework: those that are pronouned and anbe lateral ators (�lled V positions), those that are not pronouned but an be lateralators (�nal Vs and Vs in an IG domain) and those that are unpronouned and unableto liense and govern (governed Vs). Pronouned Vs never lak the ability to lienseand govern.Sheer adopts the idea of Lowenstamm (1996b, 1999) that the left edge of words ismarked by an empty CV unit (this was signalled by `#' in earlier work). One of theonsequenes of this is that it exludes RT lusters (R=any sonorant, T=any obstruent)from word-initial position, as shown below.3(6) No initial RT lustersa.  v1 C v2 C VT R α

b. *  v1 C v2 C VR T α

×

×

As we see in (6a), every unpronouned empty voali position is taken are of: the onebetween T and R is enlosed in an IG domain and v1 is properly governed by v2. In3The following graphial onventions are used in this thesis: government is represented by a solidarrow, liensing by a dashed arrow, pronouned skeletal positions by apital letters, and unpronounedpositions by lowerase letters.PPKE BTK 9



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV(6b), on the other hand, R and T annot ontrat an IG relation, and, although v2is properly governed and an thus remain silent, there is nothing to silene v1, whihmakes the struture ill-formed.Contra Lowenstamm (1996b, 1999), Sheer laims that the initial empty CV is notpresent in all languages. In some languages, he laims, the left edge of the word isnot visible to phonology, the initial empty CV is missing. This allows for any twoonsonants to our word-initially in these languages:(7) Languages with no restritions on initial lusters v1 C V2

α β γIn the above on�guration, there is only one empty V to be taken are of, and thisan be done by Proper Government by the �rst live vowel, thus the quality of the twoonsonants in question is irrelevant. Aording to Sheer, languages suh as English dohave an initial empty CV, thus they only allow for the TR-type lusters initially. Theseare alled #TR languages. Conversely, all Western Slavi languages are assumed tolak the empty CV, beause they allow non-TR lusters word initially.43.2 VC PhonologyAs its name suggests, VC Phonology laims that the skeleton is made up of VC, notCV units; it always starts with a V and ends in a C. From this it follows that thereneed to be only two ways of silening empty Vs: either by Proper Government or by4See Blaho (2001) of argument supporting the existene of an initial empty CV in Slovak.PPKE BTK 10



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVenlosing them in C-to-C governing domains (`buried' V slots), whih orrespond tosonorant+obstruent lusters in VCP. Only pronouned V slots an be lateral ators inthis framework.The left edge of the word poses problems for VCP:(8) The beginning of the word in VCP*v1 C v2 C V3 
α β γ

×

As we an see in (8) above, the mehanisms presented so far exlude any word-initallusters, as there is nothing to properly govern the initial empty V. Thus some ad-ditional devie has to be introdued in order to represent initial onsonant lusters.Szigetvári proposes that the seond members of onset lusters (o2 onsonants) berepresented as in (9) below.(9) Bipositional sonorants in VCPv1 C V2 C V3 T R αIn (9) above, V2 has melodi material attahed to it, thus, it is not empty, hene notsubjet to the ECP. This means that it does not need to be governed, and therefore itan govern v1. This way, the only empty V position is taken are of, and the strutureis grammatial.Szigetvári notes that this representation has already been proposed for syllabi onso-PPKE BTK 11



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVnants, but onludes that as syllabi onsonants and o2 onsonants never our in thesame environment, they may be represented alike.Having presented the relevant theoretial assumptions, I now turn to the representationof syllabi onsonants.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV4 Syllabi onsonants are uniquely de�ned on the skeletonIn the light of the data presented in setion 2, this setion presents the basi argumentsfor representing syllabi onsonants as linked to a voali and a onsonantal skeletalslot at the same time. This representation orretly predits that syllabi onsonantspattern with vowels in some respets and with non-syllabi onsonants in other respets.I also show that this representation is unique to the lass of syllabi onsonants. ContraSzigetvári (1999), I laim that syllabi onsonants and (non-syllabi) o2 onsonantsmust have di�erent phonologial representations. Finally, I argue that, ontra Rowika(1999) and Sheer (forth.), the representation of `trapped' onsonants does not inludea voali slot.4.1 Syllabi onsonantsIn a standard Feature Geometry framework (e.g. Clements 1991; Clements and Hume1995), where vowels and onsonants an be distinguished solely on the basis of theirfeatural makeup, the most straightforward way of representing syllabi onsonants isby a onsonantal feature tree linked to a voali (nulear) slot.55IPA symbols in representations are used only as a shorthand for feature/element trees throughoutthis thesis.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(10) Representing syllabi onsonants in Feature Geometrya. vowel b. onsonant . syllabi onsonantN O O

× × ×a r r
However, as we saw in setion 3, this option is not available in Government Phonology,sine the information `onsonant' and `vowel' is only enoded on the skeleton in thisframework. Thus, the fat that syllabi onsonants are di�erent from vowels andnon-syllabi onsonants must also be enoded on the skeleton. It has therefore beenproposed (Rennison 1993; Harris 1994; Sheer 2001, forth.; Toft 2001; Blaho 2001;Afuta 2002) that syllabi onsonants are represented with their melody linked to avoali and a onsonantal slot at the same time.(11) Syllabi onsonants are linked to a V and a C slotV CrThis representation orretly re�ets the properties of syllabi onsonants: it enablesthe theorist to formulate generalisations valid for vowels and syllabi onsonants to theexlusion of non-syllabi onsonants by referring to V slots, and to refer to non-syllabiand syllabi onsonants as a natural lass by referring to C slots.PPKE BTK 14



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV4.2 O2 onsonantsAs mentioned in setion 3 above, (Szigetvári 1999:119�) proposes the same represen-tation for the seond memeber of word-initial onset lusters and syllabi onsonants.In doing so, he o�ers a solution to how word-initial onset lusters are represented inVCP.Naturally, positing the same representation for the two types of onsonants preditsthat the they behave the same way, but this predition fails to be borne out by thedata. First, as Szigetvári himself points out (1999, footnote 116 on p.118), in a givenlanguage, syllabi onsonants annot always appear as seond members of onset lustersand vie versa. This is the ase in Czeh and Slovak, where only liquids an be syllabibut nasals an appear in onset lusters as well. Conversely, in English, all sonorantsan be syllabi but nasals are exluded from onset lusters. As this disrepany ouldsomehow be derived from the environment in whih sonorants appear (note that syllabiand non-syllabi sonorants are in omplementary distribution), this argument in itselfdoes not su�e for rejeting Szigetvári's laim.His proposal also turns out to be problemati when faed with the data presented in(2) and (3) (repeated below as (12) and (14)). Reall that syllabi and non-syllabisonorants di�er in whether they an be stressed or not. In Slovak, where stress isalways initial, if a word begins with a luster ontaining a syllabi liquid, the liquid isstressed (12a), but if the liquid is not syllabi, stress falls on the following vowel, as in(12b).
PPKE BTK 15



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(12) Syllabi vs. non-syllabi onsonants � stressa. krmi´ /kr"mi/ `feed'krv /kr"f/ `blood'b. krava /krava/ `ow'brat /brat/ `brother'However, if the melody of both syllabi and non-syllabi sonorants is linked to a livevoali position, it should not be the ase that some of these positions are visible tostress while others are not.(13) O2 onsonants are predited to be visible to stressa. v C V C v C V Ck r m i 

b. v C V C V C V k r a v aIn both (13a) and (13b), the V slot linked to /r/ is the �rst �lled V position in theword, therefore both words are predited to have main stress on the /r/ � inorretly.PPKE BTK 16



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVThe data in (14) below relate to the Liensing Priniple as reformulated by Polgárdi(1998), the requirement that every phonologial domain have a head.6 It is generallyaepted that domains like the phonologial word must be headed by a voali position.Thus, if the sonorants in word-initial lusters are linked to a V position, words like theSlovak ones in (14), that is, words without `vowels', should be possible in every languagethat has initial onset lusters. This is falsi�ed by the Polish data below: there are no`vowelless' words in this language.(14) Possible words in Slovak and PolishSlovak Polish glossvlk /vl"k/ wilk /vilk/ `wolf'krv /kr"f/ krew /kref/ `blood'krst /kr"st/ hrzest /xSest/ `baptism'dlh /dl"h/ dlug /dluk/ `debt'I believe that the arguments above show that the distintion between syllabi and non-syllabi sonorants must be re�eted in phonologial representation. More preisely, thelaim that the melody of non-syllabi liquids is linked to a V position leads to seriousproblems and should thus be revisited.76Kaye (1990)'s version of the Liensing Priniple requires that in a phonologial domain, everyposition be liensed exept for the head of that domain, whih is liensed from outside. Polgárdi'sversion is more appropriate for the present disussion sine both Sheer and Szigetvári rejet the needfor every position to be liensed.7It must be noted that Szigetvári (1999) proposes this representation only `out of neessity', as heis unable to ope with the unpronouned voali positions otherwise. He also admits that his solutionis not unproblemati but he ontinues to use it, mainly for want of a better solution � and, admittedly,the present paper does not o�er an alternative solution for representing onset lusters in VCP, either.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV4.3 `Trapped' onsonantsIn this subsetion, I show that Rowika (1999)'s and Sheer (forth.)'s representation ofPolish `trapped' onsonants faes the same problems as Szigetvári (1999)'s proposal.Examples of `trapped' onsonants are given in (15) below.(15) `Trapped' onsonants in Polish[krt℄an `larynx'[krf℄awi¢ `bleed'[trf℄toni¢ `squander'Rowika (1999), who distinguishes phonotati syllabiity and metrial syllabiity,laims that a onsonant does not have to display all harateristis of vowels in or-der to be syllabi. She argues that Polish `trapped' onsonants like the [r℄ in krtan[krtan℄ `larynx' are phonotatially syllabi as they are in an environment where onlynulear elements `should' our. However, they do not share other harateristis ofvowels, e.g. their ability to bear stress.Sheer (forth.) aknowledges the di�erene between syllabi and `trapped' onsonants,and laims that they di�er in whether their voali slot preedes of follows their on-sonantal slot.(16) Sheer (forth.)'s representation of trapped and syllabi onsonantsa. syllabi onsonants b. `trapped' onsonantsV C C Vr r
PPKE BTK 18



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVIt is evident that, although Rowika (1999) and Sheer (forth.) use di�erent ter-minology, their laims share a ruial element: that the representation of `trapped'onsonants in Polish ontains a voali slot. However, the arguments presented in theprevious subsetion show that this approah faes serious problems: Polish `trapped'onsonants annot bear stress and annot funtion as heads of phonologial words.Moreover, although Sheer (forth.) ritiises Rowika (1999) for failing to distinguishbetween syllabi and `trapped' onsonants, his representation does nothing to solve theempirial problem: laiming that `trapped' onsonants are represented as in (16b) stillpredits that they should pattern with vowels, and fails to explain why they do not.The preditions of the representation of syllabi onsonants argued for in this paperare straightforward: if a segment's representation ontains a non-empty voali slot,it is expeted to display all phonologial harateristis of the vowels of a given lan-guage. Polish `trapped' onsonants learly do not meet this riterion, therefore, theirrepresentation should not ontain a voali slot.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV5 Syllabi onsonants are right-branhingAs we saw in setion 1, syllabi onsonants show both voali and onsonantal proper-ties. It is therefore appropriate to represent these segments by their melodi materiallinked to a voali and a onsonantal skeletal slot at the same time. This setion ad-dresses the question whether the voali slot should preede or follow the onsonantalslot. The �rst option (17a) is advoated by Harris (1994); Sheer (2001, forth.) andToft (2001) while the seond (17b) is found in Rennison (1993); Blaho (2001) and Afuta(2002).8(17) Competing representations for syllabi onsonantsa. V C b. C Vr rIn this setion, I ompare these two representations and argue that (17b) re�ets thebehaviour of syllabi onsonants more appropriately than (17a). I examine a variety ofphenomena: the phonotati restritions on onsonant lusters ontaining syllabi andnon-syllabi sonorants, vowel-zero alternations in pre�xes and roots, possible wordsontaining syllabi onsonants, and obstruent devoiing.5.1 Consonant luster phonotatisAs illustrated in setion 1, syllabi onsonants di�er from vowels in that they aresensitive to their onsonantal environment. What has not been pointed out there,8I use Sheer's terms left-branhing and right-branhing to mean `attahed to a C and a preeedingV slot' and `attahed to a C and a following V slot', respetively, without implying that syllabionsonants are a result of the features of a onsonant spreading to a neighbouring voali slot.PPKE BTK 20



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CValthough it is implied by the data in (4) (repreated here as (18)), is that syllabionsonants are sensitive to the type and number of onsonants preeding them.(18) Syllabi n" and l" in SBE are sensitive to their left-hand environmentan be syllabi an't be syllabi ontextbottle VC[cor]_buttontakle VC[vel]_baonpeople VC[lab]_deepenbundle VRT_Kentonpetrol VTR_patronAs the data in (18) show, the ourrene of syllabi onsonants is restrited by thetype and number of onsonants preeding them. The left-branhing representation ofsyllabi onsonants predits that this should not be the ase. The Priniple of FreeOurrene (Kaye 1990) states that there are no restritions on the medodi ontentof neighbouring onsets and nulei � in Strit CV terms, there are no restritions onthe medodi ontent of neighbouring C and V slots. Thus, if syllabi onsonants areleft-branhing, they should be able to follow any type onsonant.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(19) The left-branhing representation makes inorret preditions in SBEa. C V1 C v2 C V3 C v4p e t r l * b. C V1 C v2 C v3 C V4p e t r l

×

As (19a) shows, the left-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants means that therelationship between a syllabi onsonant and a onsonant preeding it is the same asthe relationship of a onsonant and a vowel: they should not be sensitive to eah other'smelodi ontent, and IG domains are predited to our immediately preeding syllabionsonants. If we represent syllabi onsonants as right-branhing, on the other hand,syllabi onsonants are predited to our only in those environments where their non-syllabi ounterparts our. In (19b), the V slot following the TR luster is governed,onsequently, it annot liense an IG relation between the two onsonants. As a resultof this, v2 violates the ECP, and the struture is ill-formed. Thus, the left-branhingrepresentation orretly predits that syllabi onsonants annot immediately followTR lusters.The following Slovak data also support the generalisation that syllabi onsonants aresensitive to onsonants preeding them (from Blaho 2001:12). Comparing word-initiallusters ontaining syllabi liquids with those ontaining non-syllabi liquids, we �ndthat the distribution of the two types of liquids is the same onsidering their left-handenvironment.PPKE BTK 22



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(20) Slovak syllabi liquids are sensitive to onsonants preeding thema. non-syllabi syllabipravý [pravi:℄ `right' *rp prst [pr"st℄ `�nger' *rptri [tri℄ `three' *rt trh [tr"h℄ `market' *rtkrava [krava℄ `ow' *rk krv [kr"v℄ `blood' *rkhra [hra℄ `game' *rh hrs´ [hr"s℄ `�st' *rh£len [>tSlen℄ `member' *l£ £ln [>tSl"n℄ `boat' *l£tla£ [tla>tS℄ `press' *lt tlstý [tl"sti:℄ `fat' *ltpla£ [pla>tS℄ `ry' *lp plný [pl"ni:℄ `full' *lnkl'ú£ [kLu:>tS℄ `key' *lk k¨b [kl":p℄ `joint' *¨kb. mreºa [mreZa℄ `grate' *rm mrkva [mr"kva℄ `arrot' *rmmlieko [ml>ieko℄ `milk' *lm ml£i´ [ml">tSi℄ `be silent' *lmvrana [vrana℄ `row' *rv v¯ba [vr":ba℄ `willow' *¯vvlasy [vlasi℄ `hair' *lv vlk [vl"k℄ `wolf' *lv*nr *rn *nr *rn*nl *ln *nl *ln*¬r *r¬ *¬r *r¬*¬l *l¬ *¬l *l¬As shown in (20), in Slovak word-initial lusters, both syllabi and non-syllabi liquidsan be preeded by any obstruent as well as /m/ and /v/, but not by other sonorants.As shown in (19a), the left-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants preditsthat they an be preeded by any onsonant, but this laim is not borne out by theSlovak data, either. Instead, we �nd that syllabi and non-syllabi liquids an bepreeded by the same set of onsonants in this language.PPKE BTK 23



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVIf, on the other hand, we examine the right-hand environment of syllabi onsonantsin Slovak, we �nd that there are no restritions on the kind of onsonant luster thatan follow them:9(21) Syllabi onsonants are insensitive to onsonants following themTR kr£ma /kr"tSma/ `inn'k¨znu´ /kl":znu/ `slip'RT srnka /sr"nka/ `roe'tlstý /tl"sti:/ `fat'prst /pr"st/ `�nger'hrs´ /hr"s/ `�st'TT h¨bka /hl":bka/ `depth'd¨ºka /dl":Zka/ `length'As the data above show, syllabi onsonants in Slovak an be followed by any kind ofluster: RT, TR, TT or sT, whih is not true for their non-syllabi ounterparts. Thissuggests that syllabi onsonants `show their voali side' to segments on their right �they are right-branhing. The left-branhing alternative is unable to aount for thesedata (22a), while the right-branhing representation predits that any kind of lusteran our after syllabi onsonants (22b).9As the data in (21) ontain monomorphemi forms as well as forms onsisting of a root and asyntheti su�x, it is safe to assume that morphologial struture is irrelevant from the point of viewof this generalisation.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(22) The left-branhing representation makes inorret preditions in Slovaka. * C V1 C v2 C v3 C V4s r n k a× b. C v1 C V2 C v3 C V4s r n k aAs we an see in (22a), v2 violates the ECP, sine it is not domain-�nal, nor is itenlosed in a domain of Infrasegmental Government, and it annot be governed by v3,sine v3 is itself governed. Thus, v2 should be pronouned, and words like srnka arepredited to be impossible by Sheer's representation of syllabi onsonants. If, on theother hand, syllabi onsonants are represented as in (22b), both empty V positions insrnka are taken are of: v1 is properly governed by V2, and v3 is properly governed byV4.Thus, data from onsonantal phonotatis favour the right-branhing representation ofsyllabi onsonants over the left-branhing alternative, sine it orretly predits thatsyllabi onsonants are sensitive to onsonants preeding them, but to to onsonantsfollowing them.105.2 The minimal word onstraintIn this subsetion, my aim is to show that the right-branhing representation of syllabionsonants is more preferable than the left-branhing one by omparing the preditionsthat follow from both representations about whether TR", R"T and R" are possible lexial10Based on Blaho (2002), Sheer (forth.) aknowledges the fat that syllabi onsonants shouldbranh right, and proposes a `hybrid' solution: syllabi onsonants linked to three positions, a onso-nantal one and both voali positions immediately adjaent to it. As we will see in setion 6, suh arepresentation inorretly predits that syllabi onsonants pattern with long vowels.PPKE BTK 25



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVwords. In Slovak, syllabi onsonants only our interonsonantally, therefore all ofthese are impossile. This, however, is not due to the minimal word onstraint, sineword-initial and word-�nal syllabi onsonants do not our in longer words, either.Therefore Croatian data will be examined in order to evaluate the preditions follow-ing from both representations.11 Lexial words of the type TR and RT exist in thislanguage (e.g. tr `rub 1ST.SG.AOR.', rz `honour' and rt `ape'12) but, to the best ofmy knowledge, there is no lexial word that onsists of a syllabi sonorant only.In earlier frameworks using syllables, morae and feet, a minimal word onstraintis formulated: a lexial word minimally onsists of a bimorai foot (see MCarthyand Prine 1996:6-7 and referenes therein). Szigetvári (1999:99-100) re-formulatesthis onstraint in CV and VC phonology in the following way: in CV, a lexial wordonsists of at least two CV units; in VCP terms, the skeleton of a major ategory hasto ontain a nonperipheral unit (a unit that does not have an empty slot towards theedge of the skeleton).13If syllabi onsonants are represented as linked to a C and a preeding V slot, CVPhonology predits that TR" , R" T and R" are all possible words:11I am indebted to Attila Star£evi¢ for his help with Croatian data.12As far as I know, there are no more suh words in the language. This is not surprising, however,onsidering that only /r/ an be syllabi in Croatian, and the fat that the language only permitsvoieless obstruents word �nally. Thus, sine possible ombinations are onsiderably restrited, Ibelieve the small number of suh words does not threaten the validity of these data.13As Tobias Sheer (p. .) notes, the minimal word onstraint annot be derived from the primitivesof CV Phonology.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(23) TR" , R" T and R" are possible words in CVPa. C V C vT R b.  V C v C vR T .  V C vRVC Phonology predits the same:(24) TR" , R" T and R" are possible words in VCPa. V C V CT R b. V C v CR T . V CRIf syllabi onsonants are represented as linked to a C and a following V position, thepreditions are the following:CV Phonology allows TR" and R" T but not R" :(25) TR" and R" T are possible words in CVPa. C v C VT R b. C V C vR T . * C VRVC Phonology only allows for R" T, exluding TR" and R" :
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(26) Only R" T is a possible word in VCPa. * v C v C V T R× b. v C V CR T . * v C V RNote, however, that #TR is exluded in VCP even if it is followed by more materialwithin the word (f. setion 4.2), whih suggests that it is not the minimal wordonstraint that is in e�et here.As the right-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants orretly predits (in bothframeworks) that words onsisting solely of a syllabi onsonant do not exist, I �nd thisrepresentation more preferable that the left-branhing one proposed in earlier work .5.3 Czeh pre�xesPerhaps the most onvining argument Sheer (forth.) brings up to support his laimsthat syllabi onsonants are left-branhing is based on vowel-zero alternations in Czehpre�xes. He observes that the appearene of the pre�x-�nal vowel depends on thestruture of the root. Pre�xes end in a onsonant if attahed to roots beginning witha vowel, a CV sequene or ertain TR-initial words. With other roots beginning withTR, however, these pre�xes end in a vowel. Sheer points out that TR-initial rootsprovoking pre�x voalisation show vowel-zero alternation.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(27) Alternations in Czeh pre�xes (Sheer's table (3), p.3)
√ CC
√ BR
√ DR
√ HR
√ HN
√ PR
√ SN
√ �L
√ ZD
√ DN

root provoking voalised pre�xestwo ourrenes of the same root
√CC √CVCode-brat Pf odbírat Improze-drat Inf roz-deru 1.Sgp°rede-hra Nom.Sg her Gen.Plode-hnat Pf od-hán¥t Impode-prat Pf od-peru Impbeze-sný Adj sen Nom.Sgvze-²lý Adj ²el Verbpode-zdít Inf ze¤ Nom.Sgbeze-dný Adj den Nom.Sg

root provokingnon-voalised pre�xes
√ *CVCpod-bradekroz-drobitod-hrabatroz-hn¥vatvz-pruhapod-sn¥ºíkroz-²lapatod-zdola�Aording to Sheer, the di�erene between the two groups of words in (27) is that thetwo root-initial onsonants in the left-hand olumn do not ontrat any relationship(otherwise it would be impossible for the luster to be broken up), while those on theright form a domain of Infrasegmental Government. As a onsequene of this, thesilent voali position between the two onsonants needs to be properly governed andis therefore unable to govern in the �rst ase (28a), while it is not subjet to propergovernment and thus able to govern the pre�x-�nal V position in the seond ase (28b),similarly to a full vowel following a single root-initial onsonant (28).
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(28) Voalisation in Czeh pre�xesvoalised pre�xes unvoalised pre�xesa. CCVC root b. CCVC rootC V C V C v C V C vp o d e b r a t C V C v C v C V C V C vp o d b r a d e k. CVC rootC V C v C V C vp o d p i sSheer further observes that roots beginning with a CC" luster take unvoalised pre-�xes.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(29) Syllabi onsonants do not provoke pre�x voalisation (Sheer's table (5), p.4.)roz-drtit [rozdr"it℄ `rush' od-vlhnout [odvl"hnout℄ `remove be-ause ofhumidity'roz-drbat rozdr"bat `srath topiees' od-frknout [odfr"knout℄ `snort'roz-mrhat [rozmr"hat℄ `waste' od-hrhlat [otxr"xlat℄ `lear one'sthroat'roz-trhat [rostr"hat℄ `tear up' odkrvit [otkr"vit℄ `ause hypox-emia'roz-trp£it [roztr"p>tSit℄ `embitter' od-mr²tit [odmr"Sit℄ `rejet'roz-vrstvit [rozvr"stvit℄ `pile up' od-²krtat [otSkr"tat℄ `ross out'roz-vrzat [rozvr"zat℄ `make wob-bly' pod-hrnout [pothr"nout℄ `gather up(dress)'roz-vrtat [rozvr"tat℄ `drill topiees' pod-vrh [podvr"h℄ `forgery'roz-vlnit [rozvl"ñit℄ `hurn up(sea)' p°ed-srse¬ [predprseñ℄ `parapet'p°ed-krm [predkr"m℄ `starter(dish)'Thus, he onludes, syllabi onsonants must be left-branhing:
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(30) Syllabi onsonants govern the pre�x-�nal VC V C v C V C v C vp o d v r hSheer also observes that there is another possible explanation for why syllabi onso-nants do not provoke pre�x voalisation: that they ontrat a relation of InfrasegmentalGovernment with the onsonant preeding them, and thus pattern with roots startingwith singleton onsonants:(31) Right-branhing struture plus Infrasegmental Government (Sheer's table (21),p.16.) C V C v C v C V C vp o d v r hHe argues that this would predit that only obstruents our before syllabi onsonants.However, he says, nasals an also appear in this position, and �it an be reasonablydoubted that [mr℄ and [ml℄ are well-formed domains of Infrasegmental Government�.If we examine Czeh data more losely, we �nd that only [m℄ an appear word-initiallypreeding syllabi onsonants. And, although [m℄+liquid lusters are not regarded asbranhing onsets in GP, Czeh words beginning with suh a luster behave exatly asother branhing onsets do from the point of view of pre�x voalisation: stems triggering
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVvoalised pre�xes show vowel-zero alternations while non-voalising stems do not.14(32) [m℄+liquid lusters behave like branhing onsetspre�xed form V-0 in stemz-mrazit [zmrazit℄ `freeze'roz-mrazit [rozmrazit℄ `defrost's-mrákat [smra:kat℄ `dusk's-mlátit [smla:it℄ `beat up' unvoalised noneroz-mlátit [rozmla:it℄ `break to piees' pre�xs-mlouva [smlouva℄ `ontrat'roz-mlouvit [rozmlouvit℄ `talk sb. out of sth.'s-mlouvit [smlouvit℄ `arrange'roze-mlít [rozemli:t℄ `grind to piees'pode-mlít [podemli:t℄ `undermine' voalised mele [mele℄se-mlit [semli:t℄ `grind together' pre�x `grind 3.Sg.'Thus, Sheer's laim that vowel-zero alternations in Czeh pre�xes are only analysableassuming the left-branhing analysis of syllabi onsonants is falsi�ed. Instead, we�nd that root-initial C+liquid lusters behave exatly like C+C" lusters: the pre�xvoalises if there is a vowel-zero alternation in the �rst V slot of the root, and does notvoalise if there is no suh alternation and the root-initial luster forms a governingdomain. We an therefore onlude that pre�x alternations in Czeh do not supportSheer's laim.1514Cheers to Joná² Podlipský for these data.15Naturally, analysing [m℄+C" sequenes as Infrasegmental Governing domains and assuming thatword-initial and word-internal lusters have the same representation (a view that is hallenged byPPKE BTK 33



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV5.4 The evolution of syllabi onsonantsSheer (forth.)'s main motivation for representing syllabi onsonants as left-branhingis his laim that they always evolved from V+C sequenes.�Now the hard observational fat is that syllabi onsonants are always bornthrough the synope of a preeding, not of a following vowel. This is thefundamental argument for representing syllabi onsonants as left-branhingstrutures rather than as right-branhing items.� (pp.13-14, emphasis mine)While I am not ompetent to hallenge Sheer's laim that syllabi onsonats alwaysevolve from V+C sequenes, I show that, given his own assumptions about possiblephonologial hange, this fat is not a deisive argument onerning the representationof syllabi onsonants in synhroni grammar.Sheer views syllabi onsonants as a repair strategy to avoid an ECP violation ( reallthat the V position of syllabi onsonants is not subjet to the ECP: it is �lled by themelody of the sonorant, thus it is not empty). He notes that both the left-branhingand the right-branhing alternative produes strutures satisfying the ECP (33), butprefers the left branhing alternative on the grounds that it is more plausible to assumethat a V+C sequene evolves into a left-branhing struture, sine this leaves governingrelations unhanged (Tobias Sheer, p..).Szigetvári 1999) predits that [m℄+C" lusters pattern with onset lusters in other ontexts as well(thank you to Tobias Sheer (p..) for pointing this out).
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(33) Both representations satisfy the ECP (German Segel)a. C V C V C vz e g l b. C V C v C Vz e g lHowever, this argument is weakened by the internal logi of Sheer (forth.)'s ownanalysis. Motivating his representation of `trapped' and syllabi onsonants ( see 16),he shows that some Czeh syllabi onsonants evolved from `trapped' onsonants. Thus,a historial proess involving a hange of governing relations (`metathesis') is a ruialpart of his reasoning.(34) `Trapped' onsonants turned into syllabi onsonantsC v C V

α β

⇒ C V C v
α βAs (34) shows, the hange from `trapped' to syllabi onsonants involves `metathesis':a vCV sequene beomes a VCv sequene. However, the exat mirror image of thishange is involved in a V+C sequene beoming a syllabi onsonant.
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(35) V+C sequenes beoming syllabi onsonantsC V C v

α β γ

⇒ C v C V
α γIt is far from obvious why a hange like in (35) should be deemed impossible if themirror image of it is allowed within the same framework. Thus, if one allows for ahange like the one in (34), the fat that syllabi onsonants have developed fromV+C sequenes an by no means be a deisive argument in favour of a representationthat is at odds with synhroni data presented in setions 5.1 and 5.2.5.5 Obstruent devoiing in GermanThe �nal argument addressed in this setion is that put forth in Sheer (2003). Ex-amining C+N and C+N" lusters in German, Sheer shows that, in ertain dialets,obstruents devoie when followed by non-syllabi nasals, but not when followed bysyllabi nasals.
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(36) Left-branhing: devoiing before N but not before N"a. C V C V C vP aI g n b. C V C v C V C vP aI k n u N. C V C V C vP aI g � nThe left-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants makes the right preditions forthis dialet: obstruents in C+N" lusters are followed by a �lled V slot on the skeleton(36a), therefore they are not subjet to devoiing. Obstruents followed by syllabionsonants behave like obstruents followed by vowels (36): they do not devoie. InC+N lusters, on the other hand, the obstruent is followed by a governed V position,thus, it undergoes devoiing (36b).The right-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants is unable to aount for thedata in (36), sine it predits that obstruents followed by syllabi onsonants patternwith obstruents followed by non-syllabi onsonants. We do indeed �nd this patternin another variety of German: there is no devoiing in either C+N or C+N" lusters.The two other logial possibilities (devoiing in both ontexts and devoiing before N"but not before N) do not seem to our in German.1616Cheers to Klaus Abels and Martin Krämer for their help with the German data.
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(37) Right-branhing: no devoiing either before N or before N"a. C V C v C VP aI g n b. C V C v C V C vP aI g n u NIt seems to be the ase that neither the left-branhing nor the right-branhing repre-sentation of syllabi onsonants an aount for all the German devoiing fats. Theleft-branhing representation fails to aount for the phenomena of the seond dialet.As we see in (36), the obstruent in Eignung is preeded by a governed V slot, whihis the weakest possible V slot in Sheer's framework. Thus, the /g/ in Eignung ouldonly esape devoiing if there was no devoiing in the language whatsoever. This islearly not the ase, sine both dialets disussed here have word-�nal devoiing.On the other hand, although the right-branhing representation of syllabi onsonantsdoes predit that the two types of lusters behave in a uniform fashion, it fails toorretly predit what their behaviour is like. In both (37a) and (37b), /g/ is preededby a governed V slot, thus, aepting Sheer's hierarhy of empty V slots predits that,in a system with �nal devoiing, obstruents in both C+N and C+N" luster will alsodevoie.However, the problem is not spei� to ontexts in the viinity of syllabi onsonants;rather, it derives from Sheer's hierarhy of empty V positions. His hierarhy preditsthat �nal empty V slots always have more liensing power than governed V positions(whih an never have any), whereas empirial fats of voiing show that obstruentsin pre-sonorant position often behave in a uniform fashion regardless of whether anPPKE BTK 38



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVInfrasegmental Government relation an be established between the obstruent and thesonorant or not.The Czeh data of setion 5.3 illustrate this point onviningly. Reall that Sheershows that there are two groups of roots with initial obstruent+sonorant lusters: thosewhere the obstruent and the sonorant ontrat an infrasegmental governing relationshipand those where they do not (f. table (27)). Now, the root-initial obstruents are indi�erent strutural positions in these two groups: they are followed by a buried V slotin non-alternating roots (38b) and a governed V slot in alternating roots (38a).(38) Two groups of TR-initial roots in Czeha. C V C V C v C V C vp o d e b r a t
b. C V C v C v C V C V C vp o d b r a d e k

In Czeh, only voieless obstruents an our in word-�nal position. In CV terms, �nalempty V slots do not liense voiing on the preeding obstruent. However, aording toSheer, word-�nal Vslots never have less liensing power than governed V slots (these
PPKE BTK 39



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVare assumed never to have any governing or liensing power at all.) Thus, Sheer'stheory falsely predits that in words like (39a), the root-initial obstruent must devoie.(39) Sheer predits devoiing in alternating rootsa. C V C V C v C V C vp o d e p r a t×

b. C V C v C v C V C V C vp o d b r a d e k
Voiing assimilation seems to be independent of lateral relations on a number of lan-guages (see for instane Petrova et al. 2001 falsifying a number of the assumptions ofLombardi 1999 regarding syllable struture and voiing). Thus, sine CV Phonologyfails to aount for a great deal of empirial data with respet to voiing, it seems ne-essary to reform the framework and inrease its empirial overage in this area beforeone an evaluate the arguments involving voiing and syllabi onsonants.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV6 Syllabi onsonants and lengthIn this setion, I disuss the relationship of syllabi onsonants and length, as wellits impliations for interpreting melody-to-skeleton assoiations. I also examine thelength opposition within the group of syllabi onsonants in Slovak and propose arepresentation for long syllabi onsonants.It is generally aepted in autosegmental frameworks that long vowels and long on-sonants are represented by the same set of melodi expressions linked to two skeletalslots.(40) Segments oupying two skeletal positions are longa. long vowel b. long onsonantC v C V  V
α α

. syllabi onsonantC V
αSine the melody of syllabi onsonants is also linked to two skeletal positions (to avoali and a onsonantal one), the question arises whether syllabi onsonants shouldalso ount as long. In fat, this laim is expliitly present in Toft (2001, forth.).I argue that this interpretation of length is inadequate for syllabi onsonants. I �rstexamine the distintion between short and long syllabi onsonants in Slovak and showthat assuming that syllabi onsonants are longer than non-syllabi ones laks empirialas well as theoretial support with respet to this language. I then review Toft's (2001)laim that Southern British English /n" / and /l"/ should have di�erent representationsPPKE BTK 41



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVand argue that a more adequate analysis of the data is available.6.1 Slovak syllabi onsonantsTraditionally, three groups of liquids are distinguished in Slovak:(41) Distintions among Slovak syllabi onsonantsnon-syllabi short syllabi long syllabiprah [prah℄ `threshold' srna [sr"na℄ `roe' t¯¬ [tr":ñ℄ `thorn'krá© [kra:L℄ `king' prst [pr"st℄ `�nger' k¯£ [kr":>tS℄ `ramp'klán [kla:n℄ `lan' vlna [vl"na℄ `wave' k¨znu´ [kl":znu℄ `slip'mlieko [mlieko℄ `milk' £ln [tSl"n℄ `boat' k¨b [kl":p℄ `joint'That there is a length ontrast between short and long syllabi onsonants is notstraightforward, as there are no minimal pairs di�ering only in the length of the syllabionsonant in Slovak. Nevertheless, as Rubah (1993:39) notes, the environments inwhih short and long syllabi onsonants our are unpreditable (42a). Moreover,minimal pairs supporting the existene of a length ontrast are absent for ertain vowelpairs (42b) but not for others (42).
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(42) Vowel length ontrast in Slovak (partly from Rubah 1993)a. £ln [tSl"n℄ `boat' � t¨k [tl":k℄ `pestle'kr£ma [kr"tSma℄ `inn' � k¯£ [kr":>tS℄ `ramp'b. mo© [moL℄ `moth' � mólo [mo:lo℄ `pier'rad [rat℄ `queue' � grád [gra:t℄ `degree'. krik [krik℄ `shout' � krík [kri:k℄ `bush'kura [kura℄ `hiken'� kúra [ku:ra℄ `ure'Thus, if one aepts that length is phonologially relevant for vowels, the lak of minimalpairs is no reason to deny the existene of the ontrast in the ase of syllabi onsonants.We must admit that the existene of near-minimal pairs is far from being a goodphonologial argument for the assuming a length ontrast in syllabi onsonants.17However, morphologially onditioned length alternations also support the phonologialrelevane of length within the lass of syllabi onsonants, as they pattern with vowelsin this respet. One instane of suh alternations is the lengthening of the stem nuleusof a lass of feminine nouns in the Gen.Pl. As the data in (43) illustrate, syllabionsonants (43b) take part in this length alternation just like vowels do (43a).17Thank you to Tobias Sheer for drawing my attention to this point.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV
(43) Length alternations in SlovakNom. Sg. Gen. Pl. glossa. ºena [Zena℄ ºien [Z>ien℄ `woman'hyba [xiba℄ hýb [xi:p℄ `mistake'b. srna [sr"na℄ s¯n [sr":n℄ `roe'vlna [vl"na℄ v¨n [vl":n℄ `wave'An even more onvining argument is provided by the e�ets of the Rhythmi Law(RL). RL prohibits long nulei in two onseutive syllables. As an e�et of this, under-lyingly long su�x vowels shorten after stems with long nulei. As we an see in (44),short vowels (44a) and short syllabi onsonants (44b) do not trigger shortening whilelong vowels (44), diphthongs (44d) and long syllabi onsonants (44e) do.(44) The Rhythmi Law in SlovakNom. Sg. Dat. Pl. glossa. ºena [Zena℄ ºenám [Zena:m℄ `woman'ulia [uli>tsa℄ uliám [uli>tsa:m℄ `street'b. srna [sr"na℄ srnám [sr"na:m℄ `roe'vlna [vl"na℄ vlnám [vl"na:m℄ `wave'. lúka [lu:ka℄ lúkam [lu:kam℄ `grove'd. knieºa [kñ>ieZa℄ knieºam [kñ>ieZam℄ `prine'e. v¯ba [vr":ba℄ v¯bam [vr":bam℄ `willow'h¨bka [hl":pka℄ h¨bkam [hl":pkam℄ `depth'PPKE BTK 44



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVNow, unless the length ontrast among syllabi onsonants is aknowledged to bephonologially signi�ant in Slovak, the above fats remain without explanation.Therefore, short and long syllabi onsonants must be distinguished in Slovak. Aept-ing that syllabi and non-syllabi onsonants also display a length ontrast, however,leads to having to distinguish three degrees of onsonant length in this language: that ofnon-syllabi onsonants, short syllabi onsonants and long syllabi onsonants. Thisis surely to be dispreferred as it results in a rather marked opposition whih entirelylaks empirial support. Therefore, I onlude that regarding all syllabi onsonantsas phonologially longer than non-syllabi ones is inadequate for Slovak. I propose arevised interpretation of melody-to-skeleton assoiation:(45) Segmental lengthSegments whose melody is linked to two skeletal positions of the same type (i.e. twoonsonantal/non-nulear or two voali/nulear slots) are phonologially long.18Under this approah, the representation of syllabi onsonants expresses not length butthe fat that they display both voali and onsonantal properties.Turning now to the representation of long syllabi onsonants, a ruial fat to be18Atually, there is an even simpler way of de�ning length in strit CV: segments oupying one CVunit are short, while segments oupying two CV units are long. (I am grateful to Péter Szigetvárifor pointing this out.) Adopting this approah in Sheer's framework, the fat that (short) syllabionsonants pattern with short vowels follows diretly if one assumes that syllabi onsonants areright-branhing: both syllabi onsonants and short vowels oupy one CV unit, while long vowelshave two. Similarly, in morai theory, both syllabi onsonants and short vowels are monomorai (theonsonantal slot of the syllabi onsonants is in the onset, thus it has no mora), while long vowels arebimorai. Note that a left-branhing representation of syllabi onsonants falsely predits (in bothframeworks) that syllabi onsonants pattern with long vowels. In VC phonology, on the other hand,VC and not CV units are used, thus, it is the left-branhing representation that makes the orretpreditions with respet to the length of syllabi onsonants.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVnoted with respet to the Slovak data is that long syllabi onsonants pattern withlong vowels, but not with long onsonants: long non-syllabi onsonants an onlyour at morpheme boundaries in Slovak, while long syllabi onsonants are also foundin monomorphemi forms. Aordingly, their representation should allow the theoristto treat long vowels and long syllabi onsonants, but not long non-syllabi onsonantsand long syllabi onsonants as a natural lass.(46) The representation of short and long syllabi onsonantsa. short syllabi onsonant b. long syllabi onsonantC V C V  Vr rThe representation above is onsistent with the behaviour of syllabi onsonants: itre�ets phonotati onstraints on C+C" : sequenes (20) on the one hand, and aountsfor the parallel behaviour of long syllabi onsonants, long vowels and diphthongs (43,44) on the other hand.6.2 Southern British EnglishIn this setion, I examine Toft's (2001) analysis of Southern British English (SBE)syllabi /l"/ and /n" /, as well as her laim that syllabi onsonants are phonologiallylong, and show that the data do not support her laims; moreover, if taken to its logialonlusion, her analysis also makes a number of undesirable preditions for the SBEdata.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVToft, examining syllabi onsonants in SBE (f. (4)), argues that the fat that /l"/ and/n" / do not behave in a uniform fashion follows from the di�erenes in their melodiand skeletal representation. She suggests that /l"/ be linked to a V slot only, while /n" /oupy a voali and a suessive onsonantal position:(47) Toft's representation of SBE /l" / and /n" /a. V C b. Vn lToft's observations regarding the behaviour of syllabi /l"/ and /n" / an be summarisedas follows (f. the data in (4)):
• /l"/ an be preeded by oronal, labial and velar stops as well as oda-lusters,while /n" / only ours following singleton oronal onsonants.
• the phoneti duration of /l"/ is lose to that of onset /l/ (relatively short), whereas/n" / patterns with oda /n/ (relatively long).Her analysis ruially relies on six assumptions (not laiming that these are universallyvalid):
• there is a a oronal element R.
• this element is a head in /n/ and /t/ but an operator in /l/.
• syllabi onsonants are always a result of spreading (i.e. they are not presentunderlyingly).PPKE BTK 47
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• in order to be able to spread, onsonants must be liensed by a preeding onso-nantal position.
• if the onsonant that spreads is headed by R, the onsonant liensing it must alsobe headed by R.
• a nuleus that shares its melodi ontent with a onsonantal position annotgovernment liense, while a phonetially realised empty nuleus an.The �rst observation, she laims, an be explained by the representation she proposes:if /l"/ only oupies a nulear position, it an our after all kinds of onsonants andonsonant lusters, in aordane with the Priniple of Free Ourrene Kaye (1990).Conversely, the distribution of /n" / is restrited by the left-hand ontext, as it is onlyliensed to spread by a preeding oronal onsonant. As for lusters, she laims thatthe voali position of /n" / is unable to government liense, while that of /l"/ an, thus,only the latter but not the former an our after lusters. She views the duration dataas further support for her laim: /l"/ is linked to one skeletal slot, thus it is shorter,while /n" / oupies two positions, therefore it is longer.I argue that the fats presented by Toft an be given a more adequate interpretation.Her six assumptions, although not laking motivation entirely, seem to involve a degreeof arbitrariness. Moreover, she enodes the di�erene between /n" / and /l"/ at two pointsin the grammar: in their melodi makeup and their skeletal representation.Sine /n" / and /l"/ must di�er in their melodi makeup, the di�erene in their behaviouran be derived by referring to melodi makeup only and assuming that the two syllabionsonants look the same on the skeleton, more preisely, they are represented asPPKE BTK 48



Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CVlinked to an onset and a suessive nuleus. The theory is able to express restritionson C+C" sequenes by using the same mehanism that is used to de�ne restritionson two neighbouring non-syllabi onsonants. The asymmetrial behaviour of SBE /l"/and /n" / thus re�ets the distribution of their non-syllabi ounterparts.Moreover, Toft's aount falsely predits that /l"/ is entirely insensitive to its onso-nantal environment. As shown in (4), /l"/ annot be preeded by onset lusters. Toft'sviews onerning the length of syllabi sonorants in SBE also need to be revised. If thefat that /n" / is phonetially longer than onset /n/ means that the former is linked totwo skeletal positions while the latter to only one, it follows that oda /n/ (and /l/)should also oupy two positions, beause they are phonetially longer than their onsetounterparts. This would learly ontradit the phonologial behaviour of these sounds� the duration of the di�erent realisations of sonorants has no phonologial relevanein SBE. Equating phoneti data with phonologial behaviour is a ruial shortomingof Toft's approah. Thus, I believe there is no phonologial motivation for Toft's rep-resentation of syllabi onsonants, nor for her laim that being linked to two skeletalpositions neessarily means being phonologially long.
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Sylvia Blaho Syllabi onsonants in Strit CV7 SummaryThis paper examines a number of phenomena onneted to syllabi onsonants andtheir impiations for phonologial theory. It is argued that, as syllabi Cs pattern withvowels in some respets and with non-syllabi onsonants in other respets, they arebest represented as linked to a voali and a onsonantal skeletal position at the sametime. Contra Sheer (2001, forth.); Szigetvári (1999) and Toft (2001, forth.), (short)syllabi onsonants are laimed to be best represented as linked to a onsonantal anda following voali slot. It is shown that the de�nition of phonologial length must bemade more preise, in order to exlude (short) syllabi onsonants from the lass ofphonologially long segments. Contra Toft (2001, forth.) it is argued that phonetiduration and phonologial length do not always orrelate. Long syllabi onsonantsare shown to pattern with long vowels and diphthongs, but not with long onsonants,and a representation re�eting this behaviour is proposed.
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